There can
only be one.
THE MAUSER.
Hunting Rifles 2022

At the beginning
was THE MAUSER.

T

he MAUSER brand has been the symbol for true and
successful hunting experiences for over 140 years.
All MAUSER hunting rifles encapsulate traditional,
long-established values, which are combined with
modern gun making technology. Hunters around the world are
fascinated by MAUSER’s robust, reliable rifle technology,
the solid steelwork and MAUSER’s double square bridge.
MAUSER’s legendary locking system originated in 1898 with the
MAUSER 98. For almost 125 years this has, and continues to,
represent uncompromising functionality, indestructible
construction and absolute reliability.
The MAUSER 98 has set the benchmark for all modern MAUSER
rifles. The values, which the MAUSER 98 represents, are
upheld to the highest standard for all genuine MAUSER rifles.
Every MAUSER rifle is synonymous with a hunter’s lifestyle.
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MAUSER 98
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M AUSER 18
from page
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M AUSER 12
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B

orn from genius, forged by gigantic hammers, built for
eternity. The story that started in 1898 is stronger
than ever. MAUSER remains true to its historical genesis
and continues to make the most reliable firearms in the
world. The time has come for the original to be manufactured
at home: at MAUSER. As with no other rifle in our history, the
Model 98 action defines the core value of the MAUSER brand.
This encourages our mission to build guns that never disappoint
their owners. The entirely new MAUSER 98 line is not only a
unique combination of technology and craftsmanship, but a true
commitment to our roots as the birth-place of the world’s most
reliable rifles.
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The Original.
MAUSER 98
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MAUSER 98

A

Standard

fter a comprehensive study of
the original drawings and with
developments of 21st century
gunmaking techniques, we knew there
could only be one outcome: the best. From the
start it was only about optimization rather
than improvement of the best bolt-action
rifle ever designed. The best materials,
the unbeatable precision of high-end modern
manufacturing, state-of-the-art surface
technology, masterful assembly and the final
touches by our expert gunsmiths– this is
what sets the rifle apart. After two years
of hard, intense yet enjoyable work, the new
MAUSER 98 Standard represents a milestone
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in custom rifle making. The receiver is
milled and drilled from a single massive
forged block of specially formulated steel;
the barrel is 
cold-hammer forged; the
trigger is optimized and has outstanding
characteristics; the steel surfaces have
been plasma-nitrided; there are front slingswivel studs as well as iron sights mounted
with barrel rings and to top it all off, there

is a three-position horizontal style safety
with ultra-smooth function. Every rifle is
handcrafted and fitted to perfection. How
cycling the bolt feels proves we have achieved
our goal. We have successfully and rightfully
brought this legend back into production.

MAUSER 98 Diplomat

MAUSER 98 Expert

The benchmark for c
ustom
hunting rifles. Every
detail is 100 % MAUSER and

thanks to the grade 7 wood,
this is the cream of the
crop.

A tasteful entry into
the world of the
Model 98, with a perfected
classic design. Every
rifle is a unique piece
of craftsmanship.
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MAUSER 98
Magnum

A

frica’s legendary big-game hunters knew what to trust: the mighty double or, with its
larger capacity, the magazine-fed indestruc
tible and reliable Magnum MAUSER action.
Staying true to this tradition, the new Model 98 Magnum shows there is no challenge
too great for this rifle. Based on a double square bridge action milled from 
a solid
block of steel, this big-game classic is delivered to the same demanding specification as the
MAUSER 98 Standard. Two massive recoil bars and a slightly longer stock are incorporated to
deal with the three calibers on offer: .375 H&H Magnum, .416 Rigby or .450 Rigby. A big-game
hunter can rest assured that with the Model 98 Magnum in his hand, he will
have the uncompromising firepower of five (.375) or four (.416 or .450)
cartridges in the magazine to tackle the jobs a double rifle
cannot achieve.
Thanks to the legendary long extractor, the
controlled feed and the fantastic bolt cycle,
this power is delivered with speed and absolute
reliability when your life may truly depend upon
it. Not only will a MAUSER 98 Magnum hunter
enjoy the final pull of the trigger with this
unreserved classic but the journey to get
there, will also become a part of the
story. Who would not want to carry one
of these hefty brutes in the
African bush?
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MAUSER 98 Magnum

When the top of the food chain
needs to be decided, this rifle
is your ultimate partner.
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MAUSER 98

125 years ago the 'German Matallpatronenfabrik
AG', together with Ludwig Loewe and MAUSER founded
the 'Deutsche Waffen- und Munitionsfabriken'
(German Arms and Ammunition Factories, DWM) in
Berlin. In the following decades the DWM brand
developed to an institution for hunters all over
the world.

C

onnoisseurs still appreciate the legendary
hunting cartridges and the 98 systems of the
series DWM 1908 and DWM 1909, and now MAUSER
is reviving the old connection and awakens the
legend DWM to life.
A grade 9 stock with high gloss finish as well as the
extravagant design of light and dark steel makes the
new MAUSER 98 DWM a noble eye-catcher, which combines
all the values of the proven and indestructible
98 system united in unmistakable character.
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T

Men prefer
no fuss –
MAUSER 18

he new MAUSER 18 condenses hunting to its
fundamental form: pure, no-frills 
workmanship.
It is not just merely a hunting rifle, but
something which MAUSER has always symbolized:

the 
u ltimate gun for all men at all times.
The MAUSER 18 is more than just another 
component; it is
the whole package. It brings together all the essentials
for hunting in the best 
possible way and does not include
a nything that is not necessary in the field. The result

is a genuine tool for 
genuine hunters with a sensational
price-performance ratio. In other words: MAUSER brings
you: “The everyman's rifle for every situation!”.
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MAUSER 18
Men’s affairs.

T

he MAUSER 18 embodies „Made in Germany“ with the soul of a
MAUSER. Ultra-sturdy construction made of the best materials,
concentrating on the 
essentials for its purpose: Solid threelug locking system, cold-hammer forged barrel, and a silently
operating 3-position trigger lug safety system. In addition, the MAUSER
18 impresses with its adjustable, crisp 
direct trigger mechanism
and its removable 5-shot 
m agazine. Unique in its price class is the
ultra-
robust synthetic stock, which comes with two unbeatable aces’:
Firstly, the most modern „1+1 C“ technology integrated soft-inlays in
the pistol grip and the forearm. These guarantee the perfect grip in
every situation. Secondly, the butt plate, which can be removed without
the use of tools. In this way, you can to gain access a useful 
storage
space in the stock.

Uncompromising
safety

Uncompromising
durability

Uncompromising
stability

Uncompromising
control

Uncompromising
firepower

Uncompromising
precision
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MAUSER 18 Standard
Pure simplicity, craftsmanship without frills.

T

he MAUSER 18 Standard stands like no other hunting rifle as a synonym for a tool. Due to
its Polymer stock inclusive of soft-grip inlays on the pistol grip and forend, as well as
the cold hammered barrel and receiver, make this rifle an everyday hunter’s tool. With its
intuitive handling of the 3-position safety and its standard barrel length of 56 cm (22”)
and 17 mm strong barrel contour, the MAUSER 18 Standard offers an excellent value for money.
As an additional service, the standard barrel length of 56 cm (22”) can be shortened to 51 cm (20”)
upon request and at additional cost, leaving very little desirable extras.

MAUSER 18 Stainless
Rain, hail, storm, snow - for some this means bad weather
but for the MAUSER 18 Stainless this is its comfort zone.

D

ue to its stainless steel barreled action and the ultra robust synthetic stock; the
MAUSER stainless delivers result while others stay inside. This model is made for the
hardest hunting trips, no matter if the hunting trail leads through thick bushland,
rainy and wet conditions, rocky or muddy terrain. The MAUSER 18 Stainless is the must
have companion for hunting in lonely wilderness. Its durable stock and system takes scratches
without losing reliability or precision.
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MAUSER 18 Waldjagd
For all hunters, who want to use one and the same tool
for hunting out of the blind, for stalking and for
driven hunts.

S

hort. Compact. Uncompromising. This is the new MAUSER 18 Waldjagd.
“Waldjagd” is German and means “hunting in the woods”. This rifle is simply
made for hunting in dense conditions; from stalking, driven hunting up to
sitting on narrow posts. Its compact 101 cm (39.8") and 51 cm (20.1") solid
barrel with muzzle thread ensures that the MAUSER 18 Waldjagd rests securely on
the shoulder, swings perfectly and impresses with ease of shooting. For shots on
close ranges it can optionally be equipped with a high-contrast open sight. The
ultra-robust polymer stock is available in classic forest green.
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MAUSER 18 Feldjagd
Consistently optimized for hunting in open terrain and
shots at longer distances.

A

ccurate. Ergonomic. Progressive. That is the appearance of the new MAUSER 18 Feldjagd.
“Feldjagd” is German and means “hunting in the fields”. Thus, the Feldjagd is optimized
for long range shooting and hunting in open areas. This is visually underlined by
the earthy color of the polymer stock. Thanks to the infinitely adjustable comb, the
MAUSER 18 Feldjagd can be perfectly adapted to the shooter in seconds. This way, even demanding
shots succeed perfectly! The 56 cm (22.0") long and fluted solid barrel with 19 mm strong muzzle
guarantees match precision.

Uncompromising flexibility
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MAUSER 18 LR Chassis
Being part of it is NOT everything! Because when it comes to long
range shooting, only hits count! This requires a firearm that
not only has the appropriate power but offers the shooter so much
comfort that he or she can fully concentrate on the target and the
distance.

T

he new MAUSER 18 Long Range Chassis
Rifle offers everything success oriented
shooters need. The individually
adjustable Oryx stock by MDT, with
its adjustable comb ensures an optimum eyealignment. Therefore the shooter is much
faster on target and always in an absolute
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calm shooting position. Another feature is
the Picatinny rail at the lower end of the
buttstock for fixing an earth-spike. The bipod
adapter on the forend of course come standard.
The quick detachable sling swivels do not only
provide comfortable carrying but also allow
for the sling to be removed in seconds.

Optimized Oryx stock
by MDT in Olive Dark Green

Detachable
10-round-MAUSER-magazine

More equipment can be mounted to the
integrated M-Lok-System on the underside of
the forend. The 22 mm thick and 62 cm (24.4")
long cold hammer forged precision barrel with
muzzle thread (M18x1) is optimized for long
shot series. The „MAUSER Match machine“ is
refueled from a removable ultra robust original

62 cm (24,4") long and
22 mm strong cold hammerforged precision-barrel

MAUSER magazine for 10 rounds. With these
features there is nothing that stand’s in the
way of success and fun with an original MAUSER.
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Hard shell.
Hard core.
MAUSER 12

W

ilderness hunting inside the Arctic Circle,
far north in Swedish Lapland. No roads, no
civilization, no plan B. Here you need all
of your skills, determination and the most
reliable hunting equipment.
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T

MAUSER 12

he MAUSER 12 has everything MAUSER represents:
tough use in any condition. With a proven full steel
construction, expertly designed cold-hammer forged
barrel made of a 
specially formulated steel, locking
of the bolt head inside the barrel with six 
m assive lugs,
detachable high 
capacity magazine and a safety concept that
showcases what the MAUSERphilosophy has been for more than
a century. As time however does not stand still therefore,
the MAUSER 12 optionally offers a precisely designed and
manufactured manual cocking system that combines maximum
safety and the easy and well known MAUSER-style operation.
All these unquestionable advantages prove their truly
uncompromising practicality, especially when unexpected
circumstances force man and material to the limit and when
compromise or defeat is not an option. It is then that a real
hunting rifle must do its duty, when the last reserves are
being used to conclude the adventure that was
started hours or even days before.
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Direct lock-up
inside the barrel

Five-round-magazine

Firing pin safety

Optional manual  cocking
safety  system

More than ready to hunt. Waterproof clothing,
well broken-in boots, a birch bark moose call and
the indomitable MAUSER 12.
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MAUSER 12 Black Impact
The best shot can often be the result of a long walk.
The Impact is second-to-none for combining a compact
hunting platform with match accuracy.

T

he Black Impact redefines the MAUSER 12 as a top-level long-range hunting rifle.
Not only does the design focus on long-distance shooting, it also addresses the
arduous, often steep stalk into position that is needed in a real world scenario. A
unique design offering compact dimensions, light weight and ultimate accuracy with
perfect balance. The cone shaped bolt handle provides smooth reloading, even when prone.
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MAUSER 12 Extreme
Rain, snow, dust or dirt: it doesn’t matter
how tough things get, this work-horse of a
rifle is tougher.

T

he toughest all-rounder on the market, the Extreme, has an
ultra-robust build and an almost indestructible polymer
stock. For perfect control in any situation, MAUSER has
included a soft touch coating as well as an oversized
bolt-handle. The Extreme is available in all standard and magnum
calibers of the MAUSER 12 portfolio. This makes this rifle the
only choice if you have to deal with hardcore weather or are going
on a challenging international hunt in the back of beyond, where
technical issues are not a possibility.
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MAUSER 12 Big Max
Even more compact and ergonomic due to its short solid barrel
and adjustable comb.

M

ore Balance. More Control. More Max. These are the features of the MAUSER 12 Big Max. Its
ultra rugged thumbhole stock including adjustable comb meets a cold hammer forged 51 cm
(20.0") solid barrel: The new MAUSER 12 Big Max fits all real shooters for whom “big” is
just a size “too small”.
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MAUSER 12 Max
The flagship rifle in the M12 line and the most
ergonomic MAUSER in production. The result?
Maximum performance and reliability for static
shots leading to optimal results.

H

igh stability and ruggedness are combined with expertly
designed ergonomics: the MAUSER 12 Max masters both with
excellence. The carefully designed thumbhole stock ensures
perfect trigger control, while the palm swell on both sides
of the stock allows for right and left-handed natural shooting. The
laminated beechwood stock is sealed with a special finish to offer
maximum weather resistance and enduring reliability for the accurate
shot in any situation.

A call brings the bull in, he senses some
thing is wrong and runs back towards the
forest. Suddenly he stops, almost broadside,
200 m away. With the MAUSER 12 Max, there’s no
doubt ...
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MAUSER 12 Pure
The name says it all: from butt pad
to muzzle, this rifle makes a clear
statement: MAUSER at its very purest,
with DNA reaching back to 1898!
“Back to its roots”, explains the design of the MAUSER 12 Pure.
A century ago, MAUSER 98 rifles with sporting high grade
stocks were the choice of professionals who desired reliability
in a stylish package.

W

hat could be better than fusing an ultra-reliable
infantry action with a classic hunting stock? This
turned a functional edgy military firearm into arguably
the most awesome stalking rifle of all time! The MAUSER
12 Pure picks up this success story and is a true Classic
Sporter that will excite every real hunter without breaking
the bank.
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MAUSER 12 Trail
Every metre covered in thick brush or on a
tricky blood trail is a testimony that this is
no hobby, it is a passion: just like the
MAUSER 12 Trail.

NEW: NOW
AVAILABLE IN
8,5×55 BLASER!

C

ompact and consistent. The Trail was developed from suggestions by experienced dog
handlers and walking guns. It is undoubtedly the most agile model of the MAUSER
M12 series. The Trail defines compact with an overall length of just 98.5 cm (38.8");
achieved by its 48 cm (18.9") barrel, M15x1 muzzle thread, and the 3 dot high-viz
open sights. Ultimate rust protection is guaranteed by the black Ilaflon coating on all
steel parts. The MAUSER M12 Trail is rounded off by the 360 degree rotatable swivels
placed on the muzzle, the additional lateral swivels on the main stock, as well as the
soft touch coated Polymer-stock in blaze orange.

The 3-dot high-viz open
sights are perfect for the
swift shot on charging
wounded game.

Soft touch coated Polymerstock in blaze orange with
additional lateral swivels
on the main stock.

The 360 degree rotatable
sling swivel for
comfortable carrying in
thick brush as well as its
M15×1 muzzle thread.

The standard fitted firing pin safety can be replaced
for a 3 position manual cocking system.
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A bit more
weight suits
real men.
MAUSER
Accessories

T

he safety, quality, and reliability of MAUSER
hunting rifles impress every hunter. This
equally applies to all MAUSER accessories.
You will find fitting rifle slings,
replacement magazines and much more here.
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MAUSER Accessories
2) MAUSER T-Shirt:
Sizes S-3XL

1) MAUSER Hoodie:
Sizes S-3XL

3) MAUSER Caps:
Available in green or sand.

4) MAUSER wool socks:
Very comfortable, perfect for cold wintery nights,
long stalks, or even wearing them to bed.
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NEW
5) MAUSER Rucksack:
The new rucksack is designed for the most
challenging situations and scenarios.
Storage capacity 35 l, basic weight 1.5 kg,
size: 30×50×20 cm (11.8×19.7×7.9") (W×H×D)

6) MAUSER Cordura Soft Slip:
The new rifle slip comes in two sizes, large and small. The large size holds firearms up to a
total length of 130 cm (51.2"); its lateral side pocket is 70 cm (27.6") long. The small size holds
firearms up to a total length of 115 cm (45.3"); its lateral side pocket is 55 cm (21.7") long

7) MAUSER Gun Case long:
Hard case with inner foam core: The robust case for every
MAUSER rifle
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MAUSER Accessories
1) MAUSER Moderator:
Rugged and efficient. Made by the pros from
A-TEC it lowers noise, recoil and barrel jump
to a level that makes shooting a pleasure.

2) Moderator Cover:
Offers protection against unforeseen bangs,
falls and scratches. It is also suitable to
protect a wooden forend.

3) MAUSER Shooting Bag:
The MAUSER shooting bag in a sand
sack design is robust, light and
absolute noiseless.
Weight: 70 g, size: 24×14×5 cm
(9.4×5.5×2.0") (W×H×D).

4) MAUSER Gun Slings:
Choose between the black EXTREME
or the 
leather-sling DE LUXE
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5

5

7

6

8

5) MAUSER Hexa-Lock:
Available for MAUSER 12 or MAUSER 98 Std.
and with 1"- or 30  mm-rings it is the stable
and 100  % “back to zero” connection between rifle
and scope

6) MAUSER Picatinny rail:

9

Picatinny rail with 20 MOA angle for MAUSER 18

7) MAUSER Muzzle-break:
The new MAUSER precision muzzle-break with its
M18x1 thread is not only an eye catcher but
primarily reduces recoil

8) MAUSER 5-round-magazine:
comes with a steel floor plate and the MAUSER logo

9) MAUSER 5-round-magazine:
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comes with a matte wooden floor plate

10) MAUSER 10-round-magazine:
Available in the following calibers: .222 REM; .308 Win;
6XC; .243 Win; 6.5 Creedmoor, 6.5 PRC; .270 Win Short Mag;
8.5×55 Blaser
39

For men
who don’t shop
for meat.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Serial Configuration
MAUSER 98 Standard
Specification / Model

Expert

Receiver

Diplomat

DWM

Steel

Steel

Steel

Black bolt knob

Black bolt knob

Round bolt knob, bright plasma-nitrided

Receiver Surface

Black plasma-nitrided

Black plasma-nitrided

Bright plasma-nitrided

Barrel Surface

Black plasma-nitrided

Black plasma-nitrided

Black plasma-nitrided

Barrel Length

56 cm (22.0")

56 cm (22.0")

51 cm (20.1")

17 mm

17 mm

Bolt Handle

Barrel-Ø

17 mm

Iron Sights

Iron sights „MAUSER 98“

Trigger

Direct

Trigger Shoe

Black

Stock
Stock Material

MAUSER 98 Classic Sporter
Walnut, grade 05,
matte oil-finish

Walnut, grade 07, 
matte oil-finish

Magazine Capacity
Magazine Floor Plate

Walnut, grade 09,
high gloss finish

4
Flap bottom, steel,
black plasma-nitrided

Flap bottom, steel,
black plasma-nitrided

Overall Length

110.5 cm (43.5")

Overall Weight

3.65 kg

Flap bottom, steel,
bright plasma-nitrided

MAUSER 98 Magnum
Specification / Model

Expert

Diplomat

Double square-bridge, steel

Double square-bridge, steel

Black bolt knob

Black bolt knob

Receiver Surface

Black plasma-nitrided

Black plasma-nitrided

Barrel Surface

Black plasma-nitrided

Black plasma-nitrided

Barrel Length

62 cm (24.4")

62 cm (24.4")

Barrel-Ø light Taper

17.5 mm

17.5 mm

Barrel-Ø heavy Taper (cal. .416 Rigby
and .450 Rigby only)

20.5 mm

20.5 mm

Iron sights „MAUSER 98“

Iron sights „MAUSER 98“

Direct

Direct

Receiver
Bolt Handle

Iron Sights
Trigger
Trigger Shoe
Stock
Stock Material

Black
MAUSER 98 Magnum

Walnut, grade 05, matte oil-finish

Walnut, grade 07, matte oil-finish

Magazine Capacity .375 H&H Mag.

5

5

Magazine Capacity .416 Rigby,
.450 Rigby

4

4

Flap bottom, steel,
black plasma-nitrided

Flap bottom, steel,
black plasma-nitrided

118 cm (46.5")

118 cm (46.5")

Magazine Floor Plate
Overall Length
Overall Weight
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Black
MAUSER 98 Magnum

According to barrel taper 4.4 or 4.6 kg

MAUSER 18
Specification / Model

Standard

Feldjagd

Waldjagd

Black bolt knob

Black bolt knob

Black bolt knob

Receiver
Bolt Handle

Barrel Length Std.
Barrel-Ø Std. Calibers
Barrel Length Mag.
Barrel-Ø Mag. Calibers

Chassis

Black bolt knob

Black cone-handle

Steel

Receiver Surface
Barrel Surface

Stainless

Blued
Blued

Blued, fluted

Blued

Stainless

Blued

56 cm (22.0")

56 cm (22.0")

51 cm (20.1")

56 cm (22.0")

62 cm (24.4")

17 mm

19 mm

19 mm

17 mm

22 mm

62 cm (24.4")

62 cm (24.4")

—

62 cm (24.4")

—

17 mm

19 mm

—

17 mm

—

Trigger

Set trigger
Polymer black,
Soft Inlays

Polymer,
earth-coloured,
soft inlays

Polymer,
fir green,
soft inlays

Polymer black,
Soft Inlays

Aluminum stock
with eloxal,
attachment parts

in olive green

Magazine-Capacity Std.

5

5

5

5

10

Magazine-Capacity Mag.

4

4

—

4

—

Stock-Material

Magazine Floor-Plate

Polymer black

Overall Length
Std. Calibers

106 cm (41.7")

106 cm (41.7")

101 cm (39.7")

106 cm (41.7")

110 cm (43.3")

Overall Length
Mag. Calibers

112 cm (44.1")

112 cm (44.1")

—

112 cm (44.1")

—

Overall Weight
Std. Calibers

2.9 kg

3.16 kg

3.1 kg

3.1 kg

4.5 kg

All information is subject to change without notice. Models can vary from country to country.
MAUSER hunting rifles are distributed exclusively through authorized MAUSER dealers and are sold only to legal permit holders.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Serial Configuration
MAUSER 12
Specification / Model
Receiver

Pure

Thumbhole Stock
Max

Big Max

Polymer Stock
Extreme

Black Impact

Trail

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Black bolt
knob

Black bolt
knob

Black bolt
knob

Black bolt
knob

Black
cone-handle

Black bolt
knob

Receiver Surface

Blued

Blued

Blued

Blued

Ilaflon black

Ilaflon black

Magazine Frame

Black

Black

Black

Black

Ilaflon black

Black

Barrel Surface

Blued

Blued

Blued

Blued

Ilaflon black

Ilaflon black

56 cm (22.0")

56 cm (22.0")

51 cm (20.1")

56 cm (22.0")

51 cm (20.1")

47 cm (18.5")
18 mm

Bolt Handle

Barrel Length Std. Cal.
Barrel-Ø Std. Calibers

17 mm

17 mm

19 mm

17 mm

17 mm, thread
M15x1

Barrel Length Mag. Cal.

62 cm (24.4")

62 cm (24.4")

56 cm (22.0")

62 cm (24.4")

—

—

17 mm

17 mm

19 mm

17 mm

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Universal

Universal

—

Universal

—

3-Dot drive
hunt sight

Trigger

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Trigger Shoe

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Max Thumbhole
Stock

Extreme

Extreme

Extreme
Trail
Polymer
Blaze Camo

Barrel-Ø Mag. Cal.
Muzzle taper
for Muzzle-Safe
Iron Sights

Stock

MAUSER 12
Max Thumbhole
Classic Sporter

Stock

Stock-Material

Dark 
w alnut,
grade 02, matte
oil-finish

Laminated
eechwood,
b
oil finish

Laminated
eechwood,
b
oil finish

Polymer black

Polymer black

Additional Sling Swivel Stud at the Side of
Butt Stock

—

—

—

—

—

Additional Sling Swivel at Muzzle

—

—

—

—

—

Fore-End with
Ebony-Tip

—

—

—

—

—

—

Magazine-Cap. Std. Cal.

5

5

5

5

5

5

Magazine-Cap. Mag. Cal.

4

4

4

4

—

—

Polymer black

Polymer black

Magazine Floor-Plate

Steel, matte
black

Polymer, matte Polymer, matte
Polymer black
black
black

Overall Length
Std. Calibers

106.5 cm (41.9") 106.5 cm (41.9") 101.5 cm (40.0") 106.5 cm (41.9") 101.5 cm (40.0") 97.5 cm (38,4")

Overall Length
Mag. Calibers

112.5 cm (44.3") 112,5 cm (44.3") 107,5 cm (42.3") 112,5 cm (44.3")

—

—

Overall Weight
Std. Calibers

3.1 kg

3.1 kg

3.5 kg

3.2 kg

3.0 kg

3.0 kg

Overall Weight
Mag. Calibers

3.2 kg

3.2 kg

3.6 kg

3.3 kg

—

—

Serial
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Wooden Stock

— not available

Twist Rates
MAUSER Hunting Rifles
Caliber

Twist

Grooves

.243 Win.

254 mm

10,0"

6

.270 Win.

254 mm

10,0"

4

.308 Win.

279 mm

11,0"

4

.30-06 Spring.

279 mm

11,0"

4

7mm Rem. Mag.

241 mm

9,5"

6

.300 Win. Mag.

279 mm

11,0"

6

.338 Win. Mag.

305 mm

12,0"

4

.375 H&H Mag.

305 mm

12,0"

6

.416 Rigby

420 mm

16,5"

6

.450 Rigby

420 mm

16,5"

6

6,5×55 SE

220 mm

8,7"

4

7×57

220 mm

8,7"

4

7×64

220 mm

8,7"

4

8×57IS

240 mm

9,4"

4

9,3×62

360 mm

14,2"

4

8×68S

280 mm

11,0"

4
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TECHNICAL DATA
Calibers
MAUSER 18
Caliber/Model

Standard

Feldjagd

Waldjagd

Stainless

LR Chassis

.223 Rem.

×

×

×

×

.243 Win.

×

×

×

.270 Win.

×

×

×

6,5x55 SE

×

×

×

6,5 PRC

×

×

6.5 Creedmoor

×

×

×

×

×

.308 Win.

×

×

×

×

×

.30-06 Spring.

×

×

×

×

×

6XC

×
×

8,5x55 Blaser

×

8x57IS

×

×

7mm Rem. Mag.

×

×

.300 Win. Mag.

×

×

9,3x62

×

×
×
×

MAUSER 12
Pure

Max

Big Max

Extreme

Black Impact

.243 Win.

Caliber/Model

×

×

×

×

×

.270 Win.

×

×

×

×

6,5×55 SE

×

×

×

×

.308 Win.

×

×

×

×

.30-06 Spring.

×

×

×

×

7×64

×

×

×

×

8×57IS

×

×

×

×

7mm Rem. Mag.

×

×

×

×

.300 Win. Mag.

×

×

×

×

9,3×62

×

×

×

×

8,5×55 Blaser

Trail

×

×

×
×

×

MAUSER 98
Caliber/Model
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Standard

Magnum

DWM

.308 Win.

×

×

.30-06 Spring.

×

×

7×57

×

×

8×57IS

×

×

9,3×62

×

×

.375 H&H Mag.

×

.416 Rigby

×

.450 Rigby

×

Barrel options
We are pleased to announce the additional option of barrel shortening for the MAUSER 18 as well
as the for MAUSER 12 models. Please note: this option excludes the MAUSER 12 Trail, MAUSER 12
Black Impact and the MAUSER 12 Big Max). Please view the following tables for further details.

MAUSER 18

51 cm (20.1")
Contour ST (17 mm)

Caliber/ Barrel

56 cm (22.0")
Contour ST (17 mm)

.223 Rem.
.243 Win.
.270 Win.
.308 Win.
.30-06 Spring.
8×57IS
9,3x62
7mm Rem. Mag.

—

.300 Win. Mag.

—

Serial

Optional

— not available

MAUSER 12
Caliber/ Barrel

47 cm (18.5")
Contour ST (17 mm)

.243 Win.

51 cm (20.1")
Contour ST (17 mm)

56 cm (22.0")
Contour ST (17 mm)

62 cm (24.4")
Contour ST (17 mm)

—

—

.270 Win.

—

—

6,5×55 SE

—

—

.308 Win.

—

.30-06 Spring.

—
—

7×64
8,5x55 Blaser

—

—

—

—

8×57IS

—

9,3x62

—

7 mm Rem. Mag.

—

—

—

.300 Win. Mag.

—

—

—

Serial

—

Optional

— not available
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MAUSER Jagdwaffen GmbH
Ziegelstadel 1 · 88316 Isny · Germany
info@mauser.com · www.mauser.com
Follow us on …
www.instagram.com/mauseroriginal
www.facebook.com/mauseroriginal
If you want to know more about MAUSER
please register for our newsletter.

All information is subject to change without notice. Models can
vary from country to country.
MAUSER hunting rifles are distributed exclusively through authorized MAUSER dealers
and are sold only to legal permit holders.
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